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Cloud computing plays a pivotal role in sharing resources and information. It is challenging to secure cloud services from diferent
intruders. Intrusion detection system (IDS) plays a vital role in detecting intruder attacks, and it is also used to monitor the trafc
in the network. Te paper is aimed to control the attacks using the machine learning (ML) technique integrated with the artifcial
bee colony (ABC) named Group-ABC (G-ABC).Te IDS detector has been implemented and further simulation results have been
determined using the G-ABC. Te evaluation has been carried out using the measures such as precision, recall, accuracy, and F-
measure. Diferent attacks such as user to root (U2R), probe, root to local (R2L), backdoors, worms, and denial-of-service (DoS)
attacks have been detected. Te simulation analysis is performed using two datasets, namely, the NSL-KDD dataset and
UNSW-NB15 dataset, and comparative analysis is performed against the existing work to prove the efectiveness of the proposed
IDS. Te objective of the work is to determine the intruder attacker system using the deep learning technique.

1. Introduction

In today’s scenario, cloud computing plays a pivotal role in
sharing resources and information and computing with
predefned services such as software as a service (SAAS),
platform as a service (PAAS), and infrastructure as a service
(IAAS) [1]. It is challenging to secure these cloud services in
multitenet, static, and dynamic environments. Terefore,
cloud security is provided by using diferent security con-
trols that prevent intruders by reducing the intensity level of
the respective intruders [2, 3]. In the cloud, there are four
diferent security controls, namely, detective controls, de-
terrent controls, corrective controls, and preventive controls
[4, 5]. In these controls, deterrent control is used by alerting
the system which ultimately reduces the attack level. Pre-
ventive control is used to provide robustness to the pre-
ventive actions and methods against the intruder attack. Te

corrective control process helps in the identifcation of the
threat and uses measures to retrain the system to avoid
future attacks [6]. Te intrusion detection system (IDS) is
a part of the detective control in the cloud environment used
for security control mechanisms [7]. IDS can be a hardware
system that includes the use of physical devices to detect the
threat or a software system in which threat monitoring has
been done automatically through identifcation and alerting
the system. Te classifcation of IDS has been done based on
their functioning, location, and type of action. Tere are
three types of IDS: anomaly-based IDS, signature-based IDS,
and hybrid IDS. As per [8], the attack is known and it can be
mitigated using machine learning techniques in anomaly-
based IDS. Tis technique detects the packet attacked by the
intruders using unknown patterns or signatures. It is also
named a behavior-based detection system due to the
modeling of user, host, and network behavior, and thus
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alarm has been generated when the behavior of the system
changed from the normal behavior. In signature-based IDS,
the signature of the previous known threat or attack is saved
in the database. Te packet and signature patterns can be
used for the identifcation of packets from intruders. Te
detection accuracy in this technique is very high. However,
this method fails when the arriving packet signature is not
available in the system. Hybrid IDS is a combination of both
former methods as discussed, but it is used rarely as this
method fails to provide the desired detection accuracy.

Figure 1 depicts the IDS in the cloud based on location
such as network-based IDS (NIDS) and host-based IDS
(HIDS). It exemplifes the placement of NIDS in the network
as such that the cloud is connected via the internet to access
the services by the cloud users. NIDS is used to scan the
entire network to determine the data fow and detect the
packets that came from which location (intruders or normal
packets). If the data packets are detected by intruders, then
an alert message is sent to the network administrator for
prevention. As per the cloud security mechanism, NIDS acts
as a safeguard against intruder attacks while IDS inspects the
trafc in the network at the packet level and does not block
the information. Moreover, NIDS operated at a network
node and data analysis has been done in real time.

Consequently, Deshpande et al. developed HIDS-based
detection system with an average sensitivity of about 96%,
specifcity of about 42.5%, and accuracy of about 90% with
a 20 threshold level [9]. Te authors considered each host
with the HIDS to monitor the incoming and outgoing
network trafc. HIDS is used formonitoring the data packets
from the host machine or from the intruders and also
initiates the alert message when there is an intruder attack.
But, the drawback of the study is the requirement of the
module to use the integrated system that detects the attacks
for updated data logs. Devarakonda et al. integrated the
HIDS and NIDS and implemented the improved dragonfy
optimization technique [10]. Te detection rate was 96% but
limited to determining the attacks for desired results in
terms of precision. Although several swarm intelligence (SI)
and machine learning (ML) algorithms were developed in
the literature, controlling intruder attacks in an efcient
manner still is demanding [11]. Te objective of the work is
to determine the intruder attacker system using the deep
learning technique. Te contribution of the proposed work
by understanding the limitations is given as follows:

(i) Tis paper introduced the ML techniques based on
IDS with optimization technique ABC named
Group-ABC (G-ABC).

(ii) Te proposed study plays a pivotal role in detecting
intruder attacks, and it is also used to monitor the
trafc in the network with the intent to intimate the
suspicious activity and intruder threats to the
administrator.

(iii) A novel distributed detector is implemented, and
further simulation results in terms of performance
metrics such as precision, recall, accuracy, and F-
measure have been computed. Te evaluation has

been carried out by comparing it with the
existing work.

Te organization of the paper is as follows. In the be-
ginning, the introduction of diferent malicious attacks has
been highlighted followed by the types of attacks. Te next
part includes the study of diferent past techniques based on
IDS using the ML and swarm intelligence (SI) methods. Te
proposed methodology is depicted in the further part in
which diferent algorithms and their working are illustrated.
In the next section, the results and discussion are described
with the demonstration of performance metrics. Te fnal
part ends with a valid conclusion.

2. Literature Review

Te network systems are used to deploy the IDS to monitor
the sources of malicious attacks by intruders. Te existing
research considers two diferent IDSs such as host-based IDS
and network-based IDS. Jaber et al. presented a HIDS-based
prevention model to avoid distributed denial-of-service
attacks (DDoS). Te authors used the hybrid prevention
model of principal component analysis (PCA) and linear
discriminant analysis (LDA). Further, the ant lion optimi-
zation technique was used further to select the feature and
the attacks were classifed using the ANN technique. Te
statistical techniques depict a 100% detection and pre-
vention rate [12].

Deshpande et al. presented a detection model based on
HIDS that alerts cloud users about malicious activities. Te
study was illustrated by dividing the work into the frame-
work in which the detection model was developed in con-
junction with OpenNebula. Te data logging module and
management module were illustrated well, and the KNN
classifer was used to trace the call helpful to make the
network more scalable. Te detection accuracy of the de-
veloped model of 96% was obtained for high sensitivity.
Although high sensitivity was obtained, presented work is
limited to illustrating the adaptive management module and
adaptive alert system [9].

NIDSCloud
Environment

FirewallInternet

Cloud Users

User 1 User n

Figure 1: IDS in the cloud environment on the basis of location.
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Malik and Khan presented a hybrid model using the PSO
and decision tree to classify the intruder attacks. In this
work, the authors used the PSO for node pruning and the
decision tree was used for classifcation purposes. Te
proposed model had been applied to the intruder problem
considering the well-known dataset. Te hybrid model was
further compared with other classifers, and performance
evaluation is performed in terms of false positive rate (FPR)
of about 0.136%, precision was 99.98%, detection rate was
92.71%, and accuracy of about 96.65%. Te system is
complex as the pruning of the decision tree for arbitrary
nodes demands more generalization [13].

Practitioners developed a hybrid IDS model using the
glow swarm optimization and Tabu search. Te optimi-
zation was done with aim of reducing the convergence time
and avoiding the trapping situation in local optima. Te
IDS model worked on the multilayer in which the structure
was optimized for reliable communication between the
users [14]. Garg et al. proposed the ABC-based malicious
node identifcation system in conjunction with the machine
learning-based Kalman flter. Te experimental results
were tested using the NSL-KDD dataset and further
compared with the SVM and ML-based IDS system [15].
Chaturvedi et al. overcame the limitations by presenting
the alert system model based on HIDS used to secure
several applications and data from intruder attacks. Most
internet applications required a high level of security for
the business and government sectors. Te proposed model
was suitable to prevent attacks on cloud computing host
machines [16].

Ghosh et al. presented robust IDS using the grouse
mating algorithm using the NSL-KDD dataset. Te authors
reduced the features using this algorithm that provided an
accuracy of about 81%. Te simulation outcomes show that
the developed IDS outperforms in comparison to other
metaheuristic techniques. Te scanning process is lengthy as
it is difcult to detect the intrusion for large datasets [17].
Sreelatha et al. solved the security and privacy problem using
the efcient cloud-based IDS using the feature selection
technique named sandpiper. Te extended form using the
deep transfer learning classifcation model was developed,
and features were reduced using the optimization algorithm.
Te behavior of the network trafc and diferent attacks was
classifed using the NSL-KDD dataset, and performance
measures in terms of detection rate and false alarm rate were
measured [18]. Te existing studies as described above show
that despite existing research in the feld of IDS, still there is
a need for robust IDS to overcome the limitations of
complexity and alert systems in case of malicious node
attacks. Moreover, researchers used the intelligent behavior
of CSA in combination with the K-means clustering algo-
rithm. Te optimal solution was obtained globally consid-
ering the diferent datasets.Te accuracy of the CS algorithm
was measured considering the 25-feature set, and perfor-
mance was evaluated using the 19 features. Te precision of
the developed CS algorithm is better than that of the existing

ones [19]. Tis paper developed a robust IDS system using
the ML and SI technique by interpreting the activities of the
malicious nodes.

3. Proposed Methodology

Te proposed methodology is divided into two phases. Te
frst framework is designed using the swarm-based artifcial
bee colony (ABC) recognized as the G-ABC technique to
select the most optimal features and reduce the redundant
features. Te dataset used to develop the IDS model is NSL-
KDD. In the second framework, DNN is used as a classifer
for reparability and further optimized to achieve better
outcomes.Te block diagram of the proposed model is given
in Figure 2.

3.1. IDS Using the G-ABC. In this section, the G-ABC al-
gorithm has been implemented to select the best features
from the dataset. ABC is a SI technique inspired by the
foraging nature of the artifcial bees swarming over the
search space. “Swarm” is named for a colony in which bees
fy randomly to fnd a food source with a large amount of
nectar. Specifcally, there are three types of bees: employed,
onlooker, and scout bees. Te bees fall under the category of
employed bees when they get the food source. Te bees
waiting in the hive are onlooker bees for the information
exploited by the employed bees. However, the bees that have
not had any experience are called scout bees. In the proposed
algorithm, the scout bees worked as an explorer, whereas
employed and onlooker bees were categorized as exploiters.
Te entire process of searching the intruders using the
G-ABC is elaborated in Algorithm 1.

Te fowchart of the proposed algorithm is depicted in
Figure 3. It is seen that employed bee has been grouped
named G-ABC to select the food source with a high amount
of nectar content. In the proposed G-ABC algorithm, ini-
tially, a group of employed bees has been created. Te food
source is considered as the solution and the nectar content
level is considered as ftness level for the particular solution.
Tere is a single food source for each bee to be employed.
Tus,

Number of employed bees � Number of solutions. (1)

In this algorithm, the search cycles Cs are represented as

s � 1, 2, 3, . . . . . . , x{ }. (2)

An initial population is distributed randomly having p
solutions generated with solution sn which is an n-
dimensional vector.

n � 1, 2, . . . , z{ }. (3)

Te feature of the employed bee has been selected in the
solution space arranged in the form of rows and columns
using the following equation:
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Ebee � [Current FeatureCol(1),Other five Current Feature Col(Randomly)]. (4)

Each onlooker bee uses the information from the
employed bee and looks for the solution in the search space
as depicted in the given equation.

Obee �


J
1Ebee(J)

Number of Ebee
. (5)

Te ftness solution is a function of Ebee and Obee:

All Fit � f itness function Ebee,Obee( ,

Fit Status �
1, if EBEE > OBEE,

0,Else.


(6)

In the proposed G-ABC algorithm, the local search
information has been collected from the Ebee and Obee, and
global search information has been collected from scout bees
and Obee. Tus, the exploration process to detect the in-
truders has been carried out efciently.

3.2. IDS Using the Cuckoo Search Algorithm (CSA). CS is
a metaheuristic technique used to enhance the performance
of the parasite. Te working of the CSA majorly depends
upon three rules:

(i) Cuckoo is free to choose the odd location and can
lay an egg at any time.

(ii) For the new cuckoo, the highest quality of the egg is
transferred to the best home.

(iii) Te host is likely to settle the quantity and fnd
the egg.

Te best solution is given in an equation in which
normalized data are recorded and preprocessed.

GBEST �


n
i�1NZRECORD(i)

n
. (7)

Te proposed CS algorithm implies diferent steps. Te
number of features is initialized as an initial value in the
dataset that has been selected. Te ftness value has been
initialized considering the egg values. An initial position has
been evaluated considering the ftness values of the eggs. If
the ftness value of the cuckoos is good or better than the
host egg, then the host egg is replaced; otherwise, repeat the
steps until the optimal solution is obtained.

Figure 4 shows the fowchart of the proposed CS to
detect intruders in the system. CS is a global optimal solution
introduced to attain the detection of attacks so that per-
formance of the system has been improved. In the proposed
algorithm, initialization has been done, and then the global
best solution has been obtained. Further, the ftness of the
function has been evaluated considering the threshold value.
If the ftness value is satisfed, then the best global solution
has been updated and the data selected are considered
intruder free.

3.3. Deep Neural Network (DNN). DNN is a back-
propagation NN (BPNN) that consists of one input layer,
one output layer, and three hidden layers. In the input layer,
the node count is directly linked to the number of features in
the defned vector space extracted from the dataset and fed as
input to the DNN. In the hidden layer, the number of nodes
has been generated using G-ABC, and the output layer
includes one node. Te developed system provides a value of
1 when the classifcation pattern has been obtained as
normal and provides a 0 value in case of intrusion.

Te proposed model is divided into diferent phases. Te
frst phase is used to preprocess the dataset and apply the
data label to the input dataset. Te second phase was used to

NSL-KDD 
Dataset

Optimization of data 
using the G-ABC

Optimization using the 
Cuckoo Search 

Deep learning using the 
DNN Labelling 

Feature Extraction and 
Pre-processing

Performance Metrics 
(Precision, Recall, F-

measure, and Accuracy

Figure 2: Block diagram of the proposed work.
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normalize the NSL-KDD dataset using the min-max tech-
nique.Te third phase is used for splitting purposes in which
data are divided into training, validation, and test sets. Te
fourth phase is used to construct the DNN classifer with
enhanced classifers in the prior class. Te fnal phase is used
for evaluation purposes for each model using the diferent
parameters.

3.3.1. Labelling. Labelling has been done to label the
extracted features and to recognize the intruders and normal
data. Tere are basically four types of labelling to detect
intruders or attacks. Te multiclass labels assigned to the
extracted features are DoS, R2L, U2R, probe, backdoor,
worms, exploit, and normal data. If the label belongs to back,
Neptune, smurf’, teardrop, pod, and land, then the data
include the denial-of-service attack (DoS) while if the data
correspond to warezclient, guess_passwd, warezmaster,

imap, ftp_write, multihop, phf, and spy, then detected data
are supposed to be attacked by R2L. If the feature corre-
sponds to bufer_overfow, rootkit, and loadmodule, then
data are afected by U2R attack. If the feature corresponds to
satan, ipsweep, portsweep, and nmap, then data are afected
by probe attack; otherwise, data are normal. Te labelling
algorithm is designed in Algorithm 3.

3.3.2. Steps of the Proposed Algorithm. Te diferent steps of
the proposed algorithm are described as follows.

Step 1. Feature extraction: Tis stage is further divided into
two parts. Te frst step is used in which the dataset contains
the missing values which cannot be applied to the deep
learning models and features are extracted accordingly.
Terefore, the missing data are assigned the value 0, and data
having information are assigned the numerical value.

Input: NDATA⟵Normalized data after preprocessing
Output: SDATA⟵ Selected data from normalized data based on their ftness
(1) Calculate Size, [Row, Col]� Size (NDATA)
(2) Final Record� []
(3) Count� 1
(4) For I in range (NDATA , Col)
(5) Current Feature Col�NDATA (All Row, I)
(6) All Grouped Bee Records� []
(7) For J in range (5)
(8) Ebee� [Current Feature Col (1), Other fve Current Feature Col (Randomly)]
(9) Obee � 

J
1Ebee(J)/Number of Ebee

(10) Defne ftness function of G-ABC
(11) All Fit Record� []
(12) Fit Status� 0
(13) For K in range (Ebee)
(14) If Ebee (K) >Obee
(15) Fit Status� 1
(16) Else
(17) Fit Status� 0
(18) End–If
(19) All Fit Record (K)� Fit Status
(20) End–For
(21) End–For
(22) All Fit = ftness function (Ebee, Obee)
(23) If count of non-zeros in All Fit> 1
(24) Bee Status� 1
(25) Else
(26) Bee Status� 0
(27) End–If
(28) All Bee Record (J)�Bee Status
(29) End–For
(30) If count of non-zeros in All Bee Record>Average (All Bee Record)
(31) Final Record (count)� I
(32) Count�Count + 1
(33) End–If
(34) End–For
(35) Select data from normalized data according to selected index by G-ABC
(36) SDATA �NDATA (All Row, Final Record)
(37) Return: SDATA as a selected data
(38) End–Algorithm

ALGORITHM 1: G-ABC.
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Figure 3: Flowchart of the Group-ABC.
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Step 2. Preprocessing: Tis step is divided into data con-
version and data normalization. Te assigning of values is
also referred to as encoding the non-numerical features and
handling the numerical data easily. In this step, the nor-
malization of data by setting the levels from max to min has
been set. Tis helps the neural network to consistently build
data normalization. Te proposed algorithm to preprocess
the data is depicted in Algorithm 4.

Step 3. Dataset: in this step, the main dataset is divided into
the training set, validation set, and test set with the per-
centage of 70% for 1st set and 15% for both next sets.

Step 4. DNN-IDS: We proposed IDS based on three types of
models: G-ABC, G-ABC-DNN, and CS-IDS. Te proposed
DNN-based IDS with G-ABC is illustrated in Algorithm 5.

3.4. Datasets. Te efciency of the proposed algorithm for
intrusion detection systems has been investigated by using
two datasets, the NSL-KDD dataset and the UNSW-NB15
dataset. Te dataset includes the 43 diferent features used
per text against DoS, R2L, U2R, and probe attack out of
which 41 are the trafc inputs and the last two features are

used for labelling (in case of normal attack). Te NSL-KDD
dataset has been used to enhance the performance of KDD
data and resolve intruder problems. Te second dataset is
UNSW-NB15, fromwhere attack statistics of DoS along with
backdoors, exploits, DoS, and worms attacks were extracted.
From both the datasets, the intruder features have been
extracted without considering the payload and packet
header and thus only looking for the basic information. Te
characteristics of the dataset are 1–9, and the content fea-
tures have important information. Te device easily accesses
the payload information, and the features in the prescribed
group lie in the range of 10–22. However, time-based fea-
tures include the two-second window to analyze the trafc
information and the group includes 23–31 characteristics.
Such characteristics were used to determine the attacks and
stretched over seconds.

4. Results and Discussion

Te performance of the proposed IDS has been determined
by evaluating the diferent parameters such as accuracy,
precision, recall, and F-measure in terms of true positive rate
(TPR), false positive rate (FPR), true negative rate (TNR),
and false negative rate (FNR).

Input: NDATA⟵Normalized data after preprocessing
Output: SDATA⟵ Selected data from normalized data based on their ftness
(1) Calculate Size, [Row, Col]� Size (NDATA)
(2) Find out the non-zero element to set Global Best
(3) NZRECORD � []//Empty array to store record
(4) For I in range ((N DATA , Col)
(5) NZRECORD (I)�NDATA> 0
(6) End–For
(7) Set Global Best, GBEST � 

n
i�1NZRECORD(i)/n,Where,n is number of data

(8) Defne ftness function
(9) Defne Treshold, T� ((75 × GBEST/100))
(10) If P BEST ≥T
(11) Fit Status� 1
(12) Else
(13) Fit Status� 0
(14) End–If
(15) Fit Index� []//To store ft value
(16) Count1� 1
(17) For I in range ((N DATA , Col)
(18) Data�NDATA (I)
(19) PBEST �Data >0
(20) F-value�CSA (Fitness Function, PBEST, GBEST)
(21) If F-value = = 1
(22) Fit Index (Count1)� I
(23) Count1�Count1 + 1//Increment
(24) End–If
(25) End–For
(26) SDATA �NDATA (:, Fit Index)
(27) Return: SDATA as a selected data
(28) End–Algorithm

ALGORITHM 2: CSA.
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Accuracy �
sumof TPR andTNR

sumof TPR,TNR, FPR, and FNR
,

Recall orDetection Rate �
TPR

sumof TPR and FNR
,

precision �
TPR

sumof TPR and FNR
,

F − measure �
2 × recall × precision
recall + precision

.

(8)

Table 1 depicts the accuracy of the proposed algorithm in
comparison to other techniques for U2R attacks. Te ac-
curacy of the proposed approach is 99.01% while with CSA,
it is 95.44%. A similar trend for precision as the proposed
system shows about 99.94% while without using DNN, it is
94.11%. Te recall and F-measure also show promising
results in comparison to other techniques. Tus, it is ob-
served that the accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure of
the proposed IDS are better than those of other techniques.

Table 2 depicts the accuracy, precision, recall, and F-
measure of the proposed algorithm in comparison to the
existing techniques for R2L attack. It is seen that the

Check the non-zero data

Evaluate Fitness of Input Data based on Fitness Function

Stop

Update GBEST and Select Data

Start

Initialize Egg Population using Input Data

If fitness
satisfied

No

Yes

Reject
Data

Calculate PBEST
PBEST = data > 0

NZRECORD = data > 0
End

For I = 1 Egg Population

∑n
i=1NZRECORD(i)

Create a Global Best, GBEST = Where, n is the number of datan

If PBEST >= T
Fit Status=1

Else
Fit Status=0

End

Define Threshold, T = 
((75×GBEST))

100

Figure 4: Flowchart of the cuckoo search for IDS.
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accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure of the proposed
system are better than those of other techniques. Te ac-
curacy of the proposed approach for R2L attack is 98.81%
while with CSA, it is 95.18%, with Jaber and Rehman [7], it is
98.46%, and with Pajouh et al. [8], it is 84.68%. A similar

trend for precision as the proposed system shows about
99.74% while without using DNN, it is 95.11%. Te recall
with Jaber and Rehman [7] is 99.3% and with Pajouh et al.
[8], it is 84.47%.Te F-measure also shows promising results
in comparison to other techniques for R2L attacks.

(1) Start
(2) Calculate size of DFILE, [Row, Col]� size (DFILE)
(3) Label Extraction from DFILE
(4) All Label� []//Create a blank matrix to store Labels from DFILE
(5) For I in range (DFILE (Row))
(6) Label (I)�DFILE (I, Col)
(7) If Label (I) not belongs to Label

(a) All Label (Count)� Label (I)
(8) End–If
(9) End–For
(10) Convert all Labels into fve generic labels according to subclass
(11) Unique Label� []
(12) For I in range (D FILE (Row))
(13) Label (I)�All Label (I)
(14) If Label (I) ε {back, Neptune, smurf9, teardrop, pod, land}

a Unique Label (Count)�DoS
(15) Else If Label (I) ε {warezclient, guess_passwd, warezmaster, imap, ftp_write, multihop, phf, spy}

(a) Unique Label (Count)�R2L
(16) Else If Label (I) ε {bufer_overfow, rootkit, loadmodule}

(a) Unique Label (Count)�U2R
(17) Else If Label (I) ε {satan, ipsweep, portsweep, nmap}

(a) Unique Label (Count)� Probe
(18) Else

(a) Unique Label (Count)�Normal
(19) End–If
(20) End–For

ALGORITHM 3: Multiclass labelling.

(1) Apply preprocessing on DFILE
(2) Preprocessed DFILE �Replace (String with PDF (DFILE))
(3) Apply Normalization to scale data in same range
(4) Normalized Data� []//To store normalized data
(5) For I in range (Col)
(6) Selected Data�Preprocessed DFILE (I)
(7) Maximum�max (Selected Data)//Maximum value in DFILE
(8) Minimum�min (Selected Data)//Minimum value in DFILE
(9) If Maximum> 1
(10) For J in range (Selected Data, Row)
(11) If Selected Data (J) = = 0
(12) Normalized Data (J, I)� 0
(13) Else
(14) Normalized Data (J, I)�(Selected Data (J)-Minimum)/(Maximum-Minimum)
(15) End–If
(16) End–For
(17) Else
(18) For J in range (Selected Data, Row)
(19) Normalized Data (J, I)� Selected Data (J)
(20) End–For
(21) End–If
(22) End–For

ALGORITHM 4: Preprocessing.
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Input: DFILE⟵Dataset fle for the simulation
Output:IDS-Net⟵ Final Route from VS to VD in VANET CP←Classifcation Parameters
(1) Final Record� []
(2) Count� 1
(3) For I in range (Normalized Data, Col)
(4) Current Feature Col�Normalized Data (All Row, I)
(5) All Grouped Bee Records� []
(6) For J in range (5)
(7) Ebee� [Current Feature Col (1), Other fve Current Feature Col (Randomly)]
(8) Obee � 

J
1Ebee(J)/Number of Ebee

(9) Defne ftness function of G-ABC
(i) All Fit Record� []
(ii) Fit Status� 0
(iii) For K in range (Ebee)
(iv) If Ebee (K) >Obee
(v) Fit Status� 1
(vi) Else
(vii) Fit Status� 0
(viii) End–If

(b) All Fit Record (K)� Fit Status
(c) End–For

(10) End–For
(11) All Fit� ftness function (Ebee, Obee)
(12) If count of non-zeros in All Fit >1
(13) Bee Status� 1
(14) Else
(15) Bee Status� 0
(16) End–If
(17) All Bee Record (J)�Bee Status
(18) End–For
(19) If count of non-zeros in All Bee Record >Average (All Bee Record)
(20) Final Record (count)� I
(21) Count�Count + 1
(22) End–If
(23) End–For
(24) Select Data from Normalized Data according to selected index by G-ABC
(25) Selected Normalized Data�Normalized Data(All Row, Final Record)
(26) Create Target for Model Training
(27) Target� []//Create an empty variable to store Target
(28) For I in range (Selected Normalized Data, Row)
(29) If ε 1st Unique Label
(30) Target (1, I)� 1
(31) Else if ε  nd Unique Label
(32) Target (2, I)� 2
(33) Else if ε 3rd Unique Label
(34) Target (3, I)� 3
(35) Else if ε 4th Unique Label
(36) Target (4, I)� 4
(37) Else if ε 5th Unique Label
(38) Target (5, I)� 5
(39) End–If
(40) End–For
(41) Call Deep Neural Network with 10 Hidden Layers
(42) IDS-Net� pattern net (10)
(43) IDS-Net� train (IDS-Net, Selected Normalized Data, Target);
(44) Test Model using IDS-Net
(45) Result� sim (IDS-Net, Test Data)
(46) CP � Calculate Parameters (Result, Unique Label)
(47) Return: CP as Classifcation Parameters
(48) End–Algorithm

ALGORITHM 5: IDS with G-ABC with DNN.
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Table 3 depicts the accuracy, precision, recall, and F-
measure of the proposed algorithm in comparison to the
existing techniques for probe attacks. It is seen that the
accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure of the proposed
system are better than those of other techniques. Te ac-
curacy of the proposed approach for probe attack is 98.89%
while with CSA, it is 95.56%, with Jaber and Rehman [7], it is
98.80%, and with Pajouh et al. [8], it is 79.76%. A similar
trend for precision as the proposed system shows about
99.924% while without using DNN, it is 95.18%. Te recall
obtained by Jaber and Rehman [7] is 99.80% and by Pajouh
et al. [8], it is 79.5%. Te F-measure also shows promising
results in comparison to other techniques for probe attacks.

Table 4 depicts the accuracy, precision, recall, and F-
measure of the proposed algorithm in comparison to the
existing techniques for DoS attacks. It is seen that the ac-
curacy, precision, recall, and F-measure of the proposed
system are better than those of other techniques. Te ac-
curacy of the proposed approach for probe attack is 99.42%

while with CSA, it is 95.63%, with Jaber and Rehman [7]it is
99.10%, and with Pajouh et al. [8], it is 82.68%. A similar
trend for precision as the proposed system shows about
99.67% while without using DNN, it is 97.43%. Te recall
obtained by Jaber and Rehman [7] is 99.70% and by Pajouh
et al. [8], it is 81.39%. Te F-measure also shows promising
results in comparison to existing techniques for DoS attacks.

Figure 5 depicts the accuracy, precision, recall, and F-
measure of the proposed algorithm for diferent attacks. It is
seen that the precision of the U2R attack is better than that of
the other attacks. Te accuracy of the proposed approach for
DoS attacks is better than that of other attacks. Te recall
value of the probe and U2R is almost the same, but it is less
for an R2L attack. Te recall value of the F-measure also
shows promising results for DoS attacks. Similar outcomes
are also obtained with the UNSW-NB15 dataset. Te overall
performance statistics obtained for UNSW-NB15 are shown
in Figure 6. It is observed that average accuracy for diferent
attacks remained at 98.23%, precision was 99%, recall was

Table 1: Proposed G-ABC with DNN for U2R over the machine learning metrics.

Parameters With CSA (%) Without DNN (only G-ABC)
(%)

Proposed IDS with
G-ABC and DNN

(%)
Accuracy 96.38 95.44 99.01
Precision 94.22 94.11 99.94
Recall 95.1 94.71 99.86
F-measure 94.65795479 94.40904671 99.89998398

Table 2: Proposed G-ABC with DNN for R2L over the machine learning metrics.

Parameters With CSA
(%)

Without DNN
(only G-ABC)

(%)

Proposed IDS
with G-ABC and DNN

(%)

Jaber and
Rehman [7]

Pajouh et al.
[8]

Accuracy 95.18 94.41 98.81 98.46 84.68
Precision 93.12 95.11 99.74 99.6 84.12
Recall 96.1 95.71 99.79 99.3 84.47
F-measure 94.58653419 95.4090567 99.76499374 99.4497738 84.52

Table 3: Proposed G-ABC with DNN for probe over the machine learning metrics.

Parameters With CSA
(%)

Without DNN
(only G-ABC)

(%)

Proposed IDS
with G-ABC and DNN

(%)

Jaber and
Rehman [7]

Pajouh et al.
[8]

Accuracy 96.68 95.56 98.89 98.8 79.76
Precision 95.12 95.18 99.92 99 79.3
Recall 97.1 96.81 99.85 99.8 79.5
F-measure 96.09980231 95.98808063 99.88498774 99.4 79.11

Table 4: Proposed G-ABC with DNN for DoS over the machine learning metrics.

Parameters With CSA
(%)

Without DNN
(only G-ABC)

(%)

Proposed IDS
with G-ABC and DNN

(%)

Jaber and
Rehman [7]

Pajouh et al.
[8]

Accuracy 95.63 94.56 99.42 99.1 82.68
Precision 96.21 95.81 99.67 99.6 81.99
Recall 98.32 97.43 99.85 99.7 81.39
F-measure 97.25355678 96.61320948 99.75991881 99.2 81.3
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99%, and F-measure was 99%. Te variation for the four
performance parameters against four diferent attacks is
further illustrated in Figure 7.

Te overall evaluation of the proposed IDS using ac-
curacy comparison and the recall comparison against the
existing work is shown in Figures 7–10.

Figure 7 depicts the accuracy comparison of the pro-
posed algorithm to the existing techniques for DoS, probe,
and R2L attacks. It is seen that the accuracy of the proposed
system is better than that of other techniques. Te accuracy
of the proposed approach for probe attack is 99.42% while
with Jaber and Rehman [7], it is 99.10% and with Pajouh
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Figure 5: Proposed IDS using G-ABC with DNN for diferent attacks from the NSL-KDD dataset.
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Figure 6: Proposed IDS using G-ABC with DNN for diferent attacks from the UNSW-NB15 dataset.
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Figure 7: Comparison of accuracy of the proposed IDS with the existing techniques.
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et al. [8], it is 82.68%.Tus, there is a 0.32% improvement in
comparison to Jaber and Rehman [7]. Tus, the proposed
approach shows better results in comparison to existing
techniques.

Figure 8 depicts the recall comparison of the proposed
algorithm to the existing techniques for DoS, R2L, and probe
attacks. It is seen that the recall of the proposed system is
better than that of other techniques. Te recall obtained by
Jaber and Rehman [7] is 99.70% and by Pajouh et al. [8], it is
81.39%. Te proposed technique is improved by 0.15% in
comparison to existing techniques.

Figure 9 depicts the precision of the proposed algorithm
in comparison to the existing techniques for diferent

attacks. It is seen that the precision of the proposed system is
better than that of other techniques. Te precision of the
proposed system for probe attack shows about 99.924%
while for Jaber and Rehman [7] and Pajouh et al. [8], it is
99% and 89.7%. Te precision shows promising results in
comparison to other techniques for probe attacks.

Figure 10 is used to depict the variations for the F-
measure that depends upon the recall and precision. It is
seen that the proposed system shows better results in
comparison to existing techniques employed by Jaber and
Pajouh for diferent attacks. In other words, it can also be
understood that the better value of the precision and recall
improves the F-measure of the proposed IDS. Overall, it is
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Figure 8: Comparison of recall of the proposed IDS with the existing techniques.
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Figure 9: Comparison of precision of the proposed IDS with the existing techniques.
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observed from the detailed simulation analysis that for seven
attack statistics obtained from the two datasets, the proposed
IDS outperformed and proved its efectiveness. Tis im-
proved performance is mainly due to the integration of the
two swarm intelligence algorithms, namely, ABC and CS,
along with the deep learning neural architecture.

5. Conclusion

In the present work, the authors presented improved IDS for
the cloud using the G-ABC with the DNN. Te proposed
system includes the development of the G-ABC with DNN
to detect the diferent attacks. Te G-ABC algorithm has
been implemented to select the best features from the
dataset. Te proposed model is divided into diferent phases
to normalize and label the input NSL-KDD and
UNSW-NB15 datasets using the min-max technique. Te
performance of the proposed IDS has been determined by
evaluating the diferent parameters such as accuracy, pre-
cision, recall, and F-measure against seven attack statistics
extracted from two datasets. Te proposed IDS is evaluated
for the attacks, namely, DoS, probes, R2L, U2R, backdoors,
worms, and exploit attacks. Te simulation analysis per-
formed using two datasets has demonstrated the success and
superiority of the proposed IDS. Tis is mainly due to the
integration of ABC and CS along with the deep learning
neural architecture in the proposed IDS. In the future, more
attacks will be evaluated to further extend the efectiveness of
the proposed IDS.
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